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Zesty Gourmet is a full-service catering company in Northern Virginia, serving the 
DC Metro area. A dedication to local, quality ingredients, food that tastes so good 
it's unforgettable and a staff that cares about each client is what sets Zesty apart.
From deep family traditions, Texas steakhouses and a passion to try new things, From deep family traditions, Texas steakhouses and a passion to try new things, 

each dish is a reflection of a memory, a flavor or an experience. Those same 
emotions and flavors are artfully transformed into dishes that will leave you and 

your guests wowed. While we can whip up any dish your heart desires, we love to 
share our favorites with you that have been inspired by our journey.

OWNERS OF  ZESTY GOURMET

Chef John & Leanne Homan



With over 30 years of culinary experience, John and Leanne Homan, are a dynamic duo.
With his attention to the seasonings and careful execution of the food, and her attention to

detail and all the things that compliment the main dish, the only thing more exciting than the
food is Leanne's personality.

Executive Chef, John Homan, brings a rich Korean heritage and a love for all things meat to
the table. He has curated Korean BBQ and Texas steakhouse traditions into a beautiful

fusion where meats of all kind are the focus. His philosophy is "low and slow" with a heavyfusion where meats of all kind are the focus. His philosophy is "low and slow" with a heavy
dose of secret seasonings and creativity.

His journey began in the kitchen as a butcher and eventually Executive Chef and onto owner.
He is a graduate of Johns Hopkins University and an entrepreneur, starting and running many

businesses.

Director of Operations and John's Assistant, Leanne, brings a colorful, Southern heritage and
love for presentation to the table. Her love for vegetables packed with flavor and bountiful

presentations is reflected in her sauces, dressings and work-of-art charcuterie displays.presentations is reflected in her sauces, dressings and work-of-art charcuterie displays.
They both find joy in bringing together all of the details that leave their clients full of amazing

food, laughter and joy over a flawlessly executed event.
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Celebrating a birthday, a baby, a milestone or just hosting a dinner 
party? We would love to craft a custom menu for your event and 

headcount. Inquire with us directly for a custom quote.






